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Abstract

SOAR (Satellite for Orbital Aerodynamics Research) is a CubeSat mission designed to investigate the interaction between
different materials and the atmospheric flow regime in Very Low Earth Orbits (VLEO) and to demonstrate aerodynamic
attitude and orbit control manoeuvres. Improving knowledge of the gas-surface interactions is important for the design
of future satellites operating in lower altitude orbits and will enable the identification of materials which can minimise
drag or improve aerodynamic control, a key aim of the Horizon 2020 DISCOVERER project. In order to achieve these
objectives, SOAR features two payloads: i) a set of steerable fins which provide the ability to expose different materials
or surface finishes to the oncoming flow with varying angle of incidence whilst also providing variable geometry to
investigate aerostability and aerodynamic control; and ii) an Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer with Time-of-Flight
capability which enables accurate measurement of the in-situ flow composition, density, and thermospheric wind velocity.
Using precise orbit and attitude determination information and the measured atmospheric flow characteristics the drag
and side-force experienced by the satellite in orbit can studied and estimates of the aerodynamic coefficients calculated.
This paper first presents the scientific design and operational concept of the SOAR mission, focusing on the stability
and control strategy which enables the spacecraft to maintain the flow-pointing attitude required by the payloads. The
methodology for recovery of the (relative) aerodynamic coefficients from the measured orbit and in-situ atmospheric
data is then presented. Finally, the uncertainty of the resolved aerodynamic coefficients is estimated statistically using
simulations.

Keywords: Orbital Aerodynamics; Drag Coefficient; Gas-Surface Interactions; Thermospheric Wind; CubeSat.

1. Introduction

SOAR (Satellite for Orbital Aerodynamics Research)
is a scientific CubeSat mission designed to investigate the
interactions between the atmospheric flow regime in Very
Low Earth Orbits (VLEO) and different materials and
surface-coatings. Secondary objectives of the SOAR mis-
sion are to provide new in-situ measurements of the atmo-
spheric density and composition and variation of the ther-
mospheric wind velocity over the range of altitudes below
approximately 400 km. SOAR will also demonstrate novel
attitude and orbit control manoeuvres using the aerody-
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namic forces and torques which can be generated at these
altitudes.

The SOAR mission is a key component of to Horizon
2020 funded DISCOVERER project [1], which aims to rad-
ically redesign Earth Observation satellites for sustained
operation at significantly lower altitudes. Improving the
knowledge and understanding of the Gas-Surface Interac-
tions (GSIs) at these low orbital altitudes is an important
step in the identification of novel and interesting materials
which can reduce atmospheric drag or improve aerody-
namic control capability.

The experiments performed by SOAR will be used to
provide valuable validation data for further ground-based
experiments on materials and GSIs which will be per-
formed in the ROAR (Rarefied Orbital Aerodynamics Re-
search) Facility [1] at The University of Manchester. The
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Nomenclature

α Energy accommodation coefficient

θ̈ Rotational acceleration

ẍ Linear acceleration

ρ Atmospheric density

~vrel Relative atmospheric flow vector

Aref Reference area

CF Force Coefficient

CT Torque Coefficient

I Moment of inertia

lref Reference length

m Mass

Ra Earth equatorial radius

ROAR Facility is a unique set-up which is aimed at the
identification of novel materials for satellite applications
with a focus on improved aerodynamic properties and atomic
oxygen resistance. The facility is principally comprised of
a UHV environment, an atomic oxygen source capable of
providing representative orbital velocities and surface in-
teractions, and a sensor suite including Ion and Neutral
Mass Spectrometers (INMS) which enable measurement
and characterisation of the incident and reemitted gas-flow
on sample materials.

1.1. The VLEO Environment

Very Low Earth Orbits can be defined as those below
which the atmosphere begins to have a meaningful effect
on the orbital and attitude dynamics of a spacecraft. In
comparison to Low Earth Orbits (LEO), typically defined
as any orbit below 2000 km, VLEO is generally defined
as below 500 km to 450 km. However, this definition may
be somewhat deceptive as in reality the range of VLEO
varies with density and the expansion and contraction of
the atmosphere and is therefore highly dependent on the
solar cycle. The lower-end of the VLEO range is bounded
by orbits which can be sustained for a very short period of
time as a result of the significant atmospheric drag which
will be acting at these altitudes, typically between 100 km
to 150 km.

In VLEO the atmosphere is significantly less dense
than the ground or conventional flight altitudes and is
considered to be rarefied such that the mechanics of con-
tinuum flow regimes can no longer be applied. The non-
dimensional Knudsen number can be used to classify dif-
ferent flow-regimes and is defined as the ratio between the
mean free path (the average distance between successive
collisions) of the constituent molecules in a flow and a char-
acteristic physical length (eg. the length of a body in that
flow). When the Knudsen number is high (ie. Kn > 10)
the gas-surface interactions along the length of a body are
of much greater significance than any gas-gas interactions,
including those with reflected particles [2]. This regime is
termed Free Molecular Flow (FMF), and generally applies
across the VLEO range for spacecraft of typical size [3].

In the FMF regime of VLEO the interactions between
molecules (incident and reflected) are considered to have

a negligible effect on the flow. The forces which act on a
body can therefore be determined by considering only the
interactions between the molecules and the body, and in
particular the momentum and energy transfer which oc-
curs at the surface. It is known that these interactions are
dependent on surface roughness and cleanliness (particu-
larly related to altitude-dependent atomic oxygen adsorp-
tion and accommodation), surface composition and lattice
structure, surface temperature, gas composition, and the
incident particle temperature, velocity, and incidence an-
gle [4, 5, 6]. However, whilst numerous models for these
GSIs and the associated force coefficients have been de-
veloped [2, 7, 8, 9, 10], most of these factors have thus
far been neglected. A key element of this current deficit
in GSI modelling is the lack of experimentation which can
offer insight into the effect that each of these factors has on
the momentum and energy transfer in a GSI and therefore
the forces which act on a body in the VLEO flow regime.

1.2. On-Orbit Investigation of Gas-Surface Interactions in
VLEO

Previous investigation of gas-surface interactions in the
FMF regime has included both experimentation performed
in laboratories and on-orbit, review of which is principally
provided by Moe et al. [4], Moe and Moe [11] and Pilin-
ski [12]. Some studies have used indirect measurement
techniques, for example investigating adsorption on pres-
sure gauge and mass spectroscopy instruments [13], or pas-
sive detection of scattered remission angle [14, 15]. How-
ever, systematic and sustained experimental campaigns
have not yet been carried out and measurement of exter-
nal spacecraft surface accommodation has not yet been ap-
proached. Whilst direct measurement of the experienced
drag forces using accelerometers has been performed dur-
ing the transitional re-entry phase of the Space Shuttle
[16, 17], further experiments in the wider LEO range have
not yet been pursued.

Other studies have used observational methods to in-
fer fitted accommodation and drag coefficients of different
spacecraft or materials from the attitude motion or orbital
trajectory. These experiments have notably included Pad-
dlewheel [18] and spherical [5, 19] satellites, but have also
included more complex geometries [20, 21, 22]. However,
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the results obtained using these methods have thus far re-
lied on modelled atmospheric densities and are therefore
subject to their inherent biases and uncertainties.

By analysis of the ODERACS radar calibration satel-
lites, [19] suggest that the variation in fitted drag coeffi-
cient for similar spherical geometries with varying surface
composition or treatment is less than 5 % in VLEO at so-
lar minimum and that this variation reduces with altitude
as a result of increased atomic oxygen adsorption.

1.3. Scientific Objectives

The principal scientific objective of SOAR is to inves-
tigate the variation of the aerodynamic coefficients of dif-
ferent materials and surface finish at different incidence
angle to the oncoming flow and at different orbital al-
titudes. In-situ measurement techniques will be used to
provide knowledge of the incident flow environment in ad-
dition to the attitude and orbital parameters from which
the forces and torques experienced by the body can be re-
covered. By providing in-situ density measurements of the
oncoming flow which can be used directly in the recovery
of the fitted aerodynamic coefficients and associated ac-
commodation coefficients, this experimental methodology
presents a significant advantage over previous observation-
based studies.

The additional mission objectives for SOAR are as fol-
lows, but beyond the scope of this paper.

• Perform measurements of the thermospheric wind
speed and vector.

• Perform measurement of atmospheric density and
composition.

• Demonstrate the ability to control the spacecraft at-
titude using aerodynamic torques.

• Demonstrate the ability to control the spacecraft or-
bit using aerodynamic forces.

2. Satellite Design

SOAR takes the form of a 3U CubeSat developed from
the ∆Dsat design of Virgili Llop and Roberts [23], previ-
ously proposed for the QB50 programme for lower ther-
mospheric exploration and research. The basic geometry
and configuration of SOAR is shown in Fig. 1.

In order to provide in-situ information about the flow
conditions, including thermospheric winds, the spacecraft
features a forward-facing Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrom-
eter (INMS). This sensor, improved since the development
of the QB50 satellites, includes new Time-of-Flight (ToF)
capability, enabling assessment of the incoming flow veloc-
ity in addition to the total atmospheric density and flow
composition.

To maintain accuracy of the INMS instrument, the
spacecraft must be pointed in the direction of the oncom-
ing flow to within a given acceptance angle. Simply, this

Figure 1: Geometry and configuration of the SOAR
satellite with steerable fins and INMS payloads.

requires that the spacecraft nominally flies in an attitude
which is aligned with the direction of the flow. SOAR
therefore features a similar design of four aerodynamic
panels as ∆Dsat, providing natural aerostability to the
spacecraft. These panels can also be rotated to achieve
the scientific objectives of the mission and are therefore
termed steerable-fins herein.

The surfaces of these steerable-fins will coated with dif-
ferent materials and surface finishes and will be exposed
to the flow at varying angles of incidence to perform the
proposed investigation of the drag and lift coefficients. As
described by Virgili Llop and Roberts [23], the steerable-
fins can be operated in pairs in two different ways; co-
rotation and counter-rotation. Under stable flow-pointing
conditions, co-rotation of a single pair of the steerable-fins
creates a net lift or side force and therefore a torque (in
yaw for the vertical fins or pitch for the lateral fins). The
spacecraft will therefore rotate to fly at an angle to the
flow. Contrastingly, counter-rotation of a pair of oppos-
ing fins generates no net side-force, but creates a torque-
couple in roll, causing the spacecraft to spin about the
flow-pointing direction.

Attitude control of the spacecraft is principally enabled
by a three-axis reaction wheel assembly (tetrahedral con-
figuration of four wheels). A three-axis magnetorquer is
also specified to perform initial detumbling operations fol-
lowing launch and to enable desaturation and momentum
management of the reaction wheels. SOAR also carries a
nanosatellite-class star-tracker and Earth and sun sensors
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to provide precise attitude knowledge. An on-board GPS
receiver provides the precise position and velocity of the
spacecraft and removes dependency of the experiment on
observational tracking information.

3. Experimental Design

A body exposed to an oncoming flow will produce force
of an aerodynamic nature, the magnitude and direction of
which will be dependant on the orientation with respect
to the flow vector. This force is often decomposed into
three mutually perpendicular forces; drag, normal, and
side force. An alternative term, lift force, is often used
to refer to either the normal or side force depending on
the convention used the chosen coordinate system. Using
Eq. (1) each of these forces can be associated with a dimen-
sionless force coefficient CF which relates the magnitude
of the force or accelerations produced with the dynamic
pressure of the surrounding flow and the spacecraft geom-
etry.

F =
1

2
ρv2rel

~vrel
| ~vrel|

ArefCF = mẍ (1)

where ρ is the local atmospheric density, vrel the space-
craft velocity relative to the oncoming flow, and Aref the
reference area.

Equivalently, an associated aerodynamic torque or ro-
tational acceleration experienced can be described by Eq. (2)
in which CT is the aerodynamic torque coefficients (in ei-
ther roll, pitch, or yaw) and lref is an additional reference
length.

T =
1

2
ρv2rel

~vrel
| ~vrel|

Aref lrefCT = Iθ̈ (2)

The primary scientific objective of SOAR is to provide
in-situ measurements of the GSI characteristics of different
materials and surface-coatings in the VLEO environment.
These GSI characteristics will be investigated by consid-
ering the the variation in drag and lift forces produced
by the steerable-fins which can be observed when different
materials are individually exposed to the oncoming flow
at varying incidence angle and at different altitudes as the
orbit of SOAR decays.

Reconciliation of these force and torque coefficients
with the true GSI mechanics still requires a model for the
exchange of energy and momentum of the gas species with
the surface and the associated reemission pattern. How-
ever, experimental determination of these aerodynamic co-
efficients provides valuable in-situ validation data for the
experiments which will be performed in the ROAR Facil-
ity.

3.1. Drag Coefficient

Investigation of the drag coefficient of different mate-
rials exposed to the flow by the steerable fins was pro-
posed by Virgili Llop and Roberts [23] for the ∆Dsat mis-

sion. In this method, opposing steerable-fins are counter-
rotated, nominally producing no net lift/side-force, but a
net torque in roll, thus allowing the drag coefficient to be
determined from the resulting spacecraft trajectory.

For SOAR both co-rotated and counter-rotated con-
figurations of the steerable fins can be considered to per-
form experiments on the variation in drag coefficient with
incidence angle and altitude. Using the reaction wheels,
torques generated by aerodynamics or other disturbances
can be compensated and thus the nominal direction of the
satellite controlled for a period of time during an experi-
ment or test-run.

During these test-runs the orbital parameters or trajec-
tory of the spacecraft will vary depending on the oncom-
ing flow conditions and spacecraft geometry with respect
to the flow. For example, as the incidence angle of the
of the steerable fins is increased towards the normal, the
panel area exposed to the flow will also be increased. The
drag experienced by the spacecraft for a given flow con-
dition will also therefore increase and will be reflected in
the rate of orbital decay. The drag coefficient for a given
orbital altitude and configuration of the steerable fins can
subsequently be recovered by considering the relationship
between the produced drag force and the acceleration of
the spacecraft, expressed by Eq. (1). However, it should be
noted that the drag coefficient determined by this method
is representative of the whole spacecraft in the given con-
figuration and not specific to only the surfaces or materials
of the steerable fins exposed to the flow.

In practice, this analysis can be performed by using
an orbit determination process which is informed by the
atmospheric density and spacecraft position and velocity
which are measured over the period of the test-run. A
parameter-fitting process is used to to find the best-fit drag
coefficient which provides convergence between the mea-
sured trajectory and a mathematical model for the motion
of the spacecraft.

The accuracy to which the drag coefficient can be de-
termined by such a method is primarily dependent on
the quality of the experimental data which can be ob-
tained during each test-run (characterised by uncertainty
or noise) and the fidelity of the mathematical model to
which this will be compared to. Therefore, to measure the
drag coefficient of two different configurations, it is nec-
essary that the measured trajectories of the two test-runs
can be distinguished from each other. Effectively, this im-
poses a minimum requirement on the noise or uncertainty
in the measured data and the duration of each test-run.

The fidelity of the mathematical model used by the or-
bit determination process can also have an effect on the
quality of the recovered drag coefficient. In order to pro-
vide convergence towards the measured trajectory using
the free parameter fitting it is necessary that the model
incorporates the relevant perturbations and their spatial
and temporal variations over the duration of the test-
run. However, the selection of necessary perturbations
and modelling fidelity are related to the noise in the mea-
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sured position and velocity. Perturbations which would
cause variation in the trajectory of the spacecraft of less
than the noise in the measured values can be safely ne-
glected, simplifying the form of the mathematical model.
The selection of these perturbations is explored further in
Section 6.

3.2. Lift Force Coefficient

As various definitions and conventions for the forces
acting on a vehicle exist, the term lift force will be used
herein to describe any force which acts perpendicular to
that of the drag force in the body-axes of a notional space-
craft. This also provides commonality in terminology for
both the vertical and lateral fins for SOAR which are sym-
metrical in roll (about the z-axis) with respect to the satel-
lite.

Similarly to the drag coefficient, the lift force coefficient
of the different materials and surfaces exposed to the flow
by the steerable fins will be investigated by analysis of
the resulting spacecraft motion and a parameter fitting
method to recover the aerodynamic coefficient.

For a counter-rotated configuration of opposing steerable-
fins can be used to analyse the lift force coefficient. The
equal but opposing lift forces produced by the opposing
fins act as a couple to generate a net rolling torque on
the spacecraft. The lift force coefficient can therefore be
recovered by considering the evolution of the spacecraft
attitude, principally in roll.

Alternatively, for a co-rotated configuration of oppos-
ing steerable fins, both a net lift force and pitch/yaw torque
will be produced. Two methods for recovery of the lift
force coefficient can therefore be considered. The first uses
the produced lift force and can be performed by coordi-
nated analysis of the orbital trajectory of the spacecraft
requiring simultaneous parameter fitting of the drag co-
efficient and the lift force coefficient. However, as the lift
force of known materials is typically a fraction of the drag-
force, the ability to effectively infer the lift force coefficient
from the measured orbital data may be limited. The sec-
ond method exploits the pitch/yaw torque produced by the
co-rotated configuration of the steerable fins and utilises
both the resulting attitude motion of the spacecraft and
angular momentum of the reaction wheels to determine
the lift force coefficient.

Use of the attitude dynamics of the spacecraft to de-
termine the lift force coefficient requires an expression re-
lating the torque T produced by the steerable fins to the
angular acceleration θ̈ about a given axis of the spacecraft,
given by Eq. (3).

T = FLlF =
1

2
ρv2rel

~vrel
| ~vrel|

Aref lFCF = Iθ̈ (3)

where the produced torque or couple can also be de-
fined by the lift force FL and associated moment arm lF .

Assuming that the body of the spacecraft does not con-
tribute any additional roll torques, the lift force coefficient

can be recovered by considering the evolution of attitude in
the roll-axis of the spacecraft in combination with knowl-
edge of the control inputs, and reaction wheel rates or
angular momentum.

Free-parameter fitting of the lift force coefficient from
the attitude evolution of the spacecraft requires an at-
titude dynamics model including models for the torques
which act on the spacecraft. The orbit trajectory and per-
turbation models used in the drag coefficient analysis are
also required to provide the correct spatial and temporal
reference for the selected torque models.

4. Attitude Stability and Control Analysis

The presence and use of the steerable fins on SOAR
produces a number of different forces and torques which
need to be carefully considered to ensure stability and
pointing accuracy of the spacecraft throughout its life-
time. Interaction of the spacecraft with the residual at-
mosphere in LEO, solar radiation, and the magnetic and
non-spherical gravity fields of the Earth must principally
be considered. The capability to control the attitude and
stability of the spacecraft using on-board actuators also re-
quires consideration as the orbital altitude decreases and
the aerodynamic torques experienced increase in magni-
tude.

The concept of aerostability is employed by SOAR to
provide passive pointing towards the oncoming flow direc-
tion in orbit. This aerostability is provided by the steer-
able fins which are located towards the aft of the spacecraft
and thus generate a restoring aerodynamic torque in pitch
and/or yaw in response to any misalignment of flow direc-
tion with the longitudinal axis of the spacecraft. When
each steerable fin is oriented parallel to the longitudinal
body axis of the spacecraft a minimum drag configuration
is generated for the nominal spacecraft attitude. Similarly,
when the steerable fins are all oriented normal to the space-
craft longitudinal axis the maximum drag configuration is
achieved.

As the material and surface coatings which will be ap-
plied to the steerable fins are yet to be selected for the
mission, this creates uncertainty in the attitude perfor-
mance and control capability of the satellite. Different
materials will have varying GSI performance, and may
therefore result in the production of significantly differ-
ent forces and torques when exposed to the flow. In the
following analyses Sentman’s model [2] for GSIs is used
in which the energy accommodation coefficient α and sur-
face (wall) temperature Tw principally govern the quality
of particle reflection/reemission.

4.1. Static Stability

The static stability of provided by different configura-
tions of the steerable fins can be investigated by consider-
ing the torque generated by the interaction of the space-
craft geometry with the oncoming flow.
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Figure 2: Pitch/Yaw moment coefficient of SOAR with
varying angle of incidence with respect to the flow in the
minimum (steerable fins parallel to body) and maximum
(steerable fins perpendicular to body) drag
configurations. Assuming Sentman GSI model at 300 km
altitude, 56.1◦ inclination

Modelling of the aerodynamic moment coefficients for
SOAR has been performed using ADBSat [24], an analyti-
cal panel-method tool for convex satellite geometries which
can encompass different gas-surface interaction models and
basic shadowing analysis. In this study Sentman’s model is
applied throughout with accommodation coefficient α = 1
and Tw = 300 Kelvin unless otherwise stated.

The static pitching/yawing moment coefficient of SOAR
in the minimum and maximum drag configurations is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The negative slope of the pitch/yaw
moment coefficient with angle of incidence indicates the
aerostable nature of these configurations. The concept
of aerodynamic stability derivatives, or aerodynamic stiff-
ness, for spacecraft at orbital altitudes, can be used to fur-
ther investigate the expected attitude behaviour for vary-
ing geometry and flight conditions [25]. The static pitch/yaw
stability derivative CTθ

, can be calculated from the gradi-
ent of CT over a small range about the nominal attitude
(θ = 0). The variation in static pitch/yaw stability deriva-
tive for steerable fin angles over the range of minimum to
maximum drag configurations is shown in Fig. 3, noting
that the steerable fins are counter-rotated and thus demon-
strate symmetry between pitch and yaw. The increase in
stability derivative with increasing incidence angle demon-
strates that a greater static stability is achieved when a
larger panel area is presented to the flow.

In order to characterise the performance of different
materials and surface-coatings in orbit, during the exper-
imental periods only one pair of steerable fins will be ro-
tated with respect to the flow at any given time. With this
configuration a total of four materials or surfaces can be
characterised during the mission, two per pair of opposing
steerable fins.

When a single pair of steerable fins is counter-rotated

Figure 3: Aerodynamic stiffness, static stability
derivative, of SOAR with varying steerable fin angle with
respect to the flow. Assuming Sentman GSI model at
200 km altitude, 56.1◦ inclination

with the spacecraft pointing into the direction of the on-
coming flow a net rolling torque is generated but no net
pitch or yaw torques are created. However, if the rela-
tive direction of the flow changes (for example due to at-
mospheric co-rotation or thermospheric winds) or the at-
titude of the satellite is perturbed, induced torques are
generated due to a variation in the projected area of the
counter-rotated fins to the flow. In Fig. 4 the vertical fins
are counter-rotated and the spacecraft attitude is offset
with respect to the oncoming flow in sideslip with an an-
gle of 5◦. Under these conditions, contrary to either the
maximum or minimum drag configurations, a net pitch-
ing torque arises due to the difference in area presented
to the flow by the vertical fins. The plot of net torques
in pitch and yaw for this configuration, shown in Fig. 5,
demonstrate that induced torques in pitch due to angle
of sideslip have a positive gradient about the equilibrium,
and are therefore disturbing rather than restoring. Fur-
thermore, these torques grow at a faster rate than the
restoring torques generated by the lateral fins due to pitch
angle. If the flow is therefore offset with respect to the
spacecraft body in yaw the spacecraft responds by rotat-
ing in the pitching axis as a result of the set angle of the
steerable fins. Equivalent behaviour is demonstrated for
counter-rotated lateral fins and an offset in angle of at-
tack. This effect is therefore termed pitch-yaw coupling
henceforth.

Co-rotation of a pair of opposing steerable fins gener-
ates a net torque in pitch or yaw, but no net torque in roll.
Fig. 5 shows the torques in pitch and yaw for a configura-
tion in which the lateral fins are co-rotated, demonstrating
a small bias in pitch torque when the spacecraft is aligned
with the direction of the oncoming flow. However, as the
pitch (angle of attack) is increased by a small amount (∼3◦

in Fig. 5) the pitch torque crosses zero with a negative gra-
dient. The spacecraft therefore demonstrates stability in
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Wind
Body

Figure 4: SOAR geometry with vertical fins
counter-rotated at 45◦. The 5◦ sideslip angle of the flow
produces a variation in projected area between the
vertical fins and results in a disturbing pitch torque.

pitch at this small angle with respect to the flow. The
spacecraft is also shown to be stable in yaw about the
oncoming flow direction.

4.2. Dynamic Stability

In order to understand the evolution of attitude over
time and in the presence of perturbing torques the dy-
namic response of the spacecraft must be considered. For
rotationally symmetric configurations the previous analy-
ses showed that aerostability ensures that restoring torques
will be produced in response to changes in the oncoming
flow direction. However, due to the FMF nature of the
surrounding atmospheric environment, natural damping
of the generated angular velocity is not generated. There-
fore, without any additional damping input or further per-
turbation to the system, the spacecraft will oscillate about
an equilibrium point. The amplitude and frequency of this
oscillation are dependant on the initial disturbance, stabil-
ity derivative, and the environmental conditions Mostaza-
Prieto and Roberts [25].

The response of SOAR in the minimum and maximum
drag configuration for varying orbital altitude and in the
absence of further perturbing torques is presented in Fig. 7.
The responses demonstrate the aerostable nature of the
spacecraft configuration and that the amplitude and pe-
riod of oscillation both decrease with increasing aerody-
namic stiffness and dynamic pressure.

This oscillatory mode can be critically damped, sig-
nificantly reducing the range over which the attitude of
the spacecraft varies, as discussed by Virgili Llop et al.
[26]. However, due to the presence of further perturbing
torques in the real orbital environment (eg. thermospheric
winds, solar-radiation pressure, gravity gradient), and er-
rors or incompatibilities associated with real attitude ac-

tuator systems (eg. magnetorquer availability and cross-
coupling), the true dynamic response is more complex.

Further control methods for aerostable spacecraft are
presented in the literature, but have not yet been tested
beyond simulation. Psiaki [27] presents a compass-like
PID control method which utilises magnetorquers to pro-
vide three-axis stabilised nadir-pointing capability to a
1U CubeSat with a shuttlecock configuration of deployed
‘feathers’. Auret and Steyn [28] subsequently applied this
method to an extended 3U CubeSat geometry which in-
cluded a pair of actuating ‘paddles’, provide control capa-
bility about the roll axis. Further control methods utilising
reaction wheels were also investigated, including a 3-axis
quaternion feedback control law providing pointing perfor-
mance for imaging applications.

A further issue with active control of a flow-pointing
spacecraft is that the true oncoming flow vector is not
known a priori. A reference vector for true three-axis flow-
pointing control using proportional control inputs is there-
fore missing. A predicted vector can be used including the
effect of atmospheric co-rotation, however the integration
of thermospheric winds using available models is associ-
ated with much greater uncertainty.

5. Mission Simulations

The orbit and attitude response of SOAR in the VLEO
environment can be investigated a 6-DOF orbital propa-
gator, simulating periods of the planned mission. In these
simulations this tool incorporates the forces and torques
associated with the Earth gravitational potential (analyt-
ical J4 or EGM2008 [29]), solar radiation pressure, resid-
ual magnetic dipole interactions (IGRF-11 [30]), varying
atmospheric density (NRLMSISE-00 [31]), and thermo-
spheric winds (HWM93 [32] and HWM07 [33]).

As above, the ADBSat tool [24] is used to calculate
altitude-dependent aerodynamic coefficients using Sent-
man’s GSI model. However, it is important to recall that
the results presented herein will be subject to the assump-
tions and limitations of the implemented GSI model and
the input parameters used and therefore may differ sub-
stantially from the true behaviour in orbit.

Control of the spacecraft in these simulations is pro-
vided by modelled reaction wheel actuators which are con-
figured in a tetrahedral formation providing redundancy
and a dedicated wheel in the roll-axis. The inputs to the
reaction wheels are provided by a proportional-derivative
controller (without knowledge of the true oncoming flow
direction). The implemented control gains are currently
set empirically as the development of other control meth-
ods, including adaptive and optimal control, will be ex-
plored in future work. Desaturation of the reaction wheels
will be performed if necessary during the idle operations
and between experimental test-runs using the magnetor-
quer actuators.
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Figure 5: Pitch-Yaw coefficient response for SOAR with vertical fins counter-rotated at incidence angle of 20◦

Figure 6: Pitch-Yaw coefficient response for SOAR with lateral fins co-rotated at incidence angle of 20◦

5.1. Idle Operations

At the beginning of the mission SOAR will be deployed
from the ISS to an altitude of approximately 400 km ap-
proximately 400 km. As this deployment is expected to
be Q1 2020, expected to be the beginning of a very low
activity solar minimum, the atmospheric density at this
altitude will extremely low compared to later in the mis-
sion lifecycle and aerodynamic torques experienced by the
spacecraft will be relatively small in comparison to the ex-
pected solar radiation pressure, residual magnetic dipole,
and gravity gradient torques. The natural attitude re-
sponse of SOAR without any active actuation under these
conditions is shown in Fig. 8, indicating flow-pointing an-
gular errors generally within ±30◦ in pitch and yaw when
in the minimum-drag condition. The maximum drag con-
figuration is shown to reduce the amplitude of oscillation
by increasing the aerodynamic stiffness of the satellite, re-
sulting in flow-pointing angular errors within ±10◦ for the
same conditions. Fig. 8 also shows that a greater en-
ergy accommodation coefficient slightly increases the at-

titude angle range experienced by SOAR in these config-
urations, demonstrating the effect that different materials
or surface-coatings can have on the attitude dynamics of
the spacecraft.

The results of these simulations suggest that it may
be necessary at the beginning of the mission (assuming an
insertion altitude of 400 km and low solar activity condi-
tions) to increase the stability of the satellite by operating
in the maximum drag configuration, albeit at the expense
of total orbital lifetime. As the satellite descends in al-
titude the atmospheric density will increase and aerosta-
bility in the the minimum drag configuration will improve
such that it can be utilised whilst maintaining small flow-
pointing angular errors.

The active attitude actuators (reaction wheels and mag-
netorquers) on SOAR can be used to further reduce the
oscillatory motion of SOAR and provide finer flow-pointing
attitude. However, as the perturbing torques are not all
periodic in nature, in particular those due to solar ra-
diation pressure, the angular momentum of the reaction

8



Figure 7: Uncontrolled and aerostable pitch/yaw attitude response of SOAR geometry for varying altitude and
steerable fin configuration. Attitude simulation performed considering only aerodynamic torques in an equatorial orbit.

wheels requires management in order to avoid saturation.
Furthermore, the typical disadvantages of cross-coupling
and limited availability of magnetorquers must also be ac-
commodated whilst the the power consumption of the ac-
tuators must be considered for extended use and through
eclipse periods.

5.2. Experimental Operations

During the experimental operation of SOAR, both the
co-rotated and counter-rotated configurations of the steer-
able fins can be considered.

In the counter-rotated configuration the spacecraft is
nominally pointed towards the oncoming flow direction as
no torques are in generated in pitch or yaw. A net torque in
roll is however produced, which if uncontrolled will cause
the spacecraft to spin up. As a result of natural aerosta-
bility, oscillations in the pitch and/or yaw attitude will be
produced when the spacecraft is disturbed from its equilib-
rium flow pointing configuration. The effect of pitch-yaw
coupling will then also act to disturb the attitude of the
spacecraft from the flow-pointing direction.

During drag coefficient experiments, the attitude will
be controlled in three axes avoiding roll-up of the space-
craft. Contrastingly, two alternative methods for the in-
vestigation of the lift-force coefficient are proposed. The
first can be performed alongside the experiments on the
drag-coefficient under three-axis attitude control and utilises
the principal of conservation of momentum between the

reaction wheels and the spacecraft body to recover the
aerodynamic torque in the roll axis and therefore the co-
efficient of lift-force. The second allows the roll axis to
remain uncontrolled allowing the acceleration in roll to be
measured by the attitude-determination system.

Control of the roll torque and pitch-yaw coupling ef-
fects causes build-up in the angular momentum in the re-
action wheels towards saturation. Similar to the previ-
ous analyses, these effects are strongly linked to the at-
mospheric density or dynamic pressure. However, as the
density increases the magnitude of the pitch-yaw coupling
and roll torques also increase and the spacecraft becomes
more difficult to control with the attitude actuators. How-
ever, in general the counter-rotated configuration ensures
that the INMS device is pointed towards and oscillates
across the oncoming flow direction and can be operated
within its angular acceptance range. The counter-rotated
mode is therefore preferable for the use of the INMS to
measure the in-situ atmospheric density and flow velocity
successfully during the experimental periods.

In the alternative co-rotated configuration, pitch or
yaw torques are generated by the common incidence angle
of the two opposing steerable fins, causing the spacecraft to
fly at an angle to the oncoming flow. This behaviour is also
associated with an oscillatory motion about an equilibrium
attitude, resulting from the aerostability of the spacecraft.
However, as the nominal attitude of the satellite will be
biased in either pitch or yaw, control actuators must be

9



Figure 8: Nominal uncontrolled attitude response of SOAR in the minimum drag and maximum drag configuration
with two different accommodation coefficients α = 0.6 and α = 1 at 400 km altitude and under low solar activity
conditions. Aerodynamic coefficients calculated using ADBSat and Sentman’s model with Tw = 300 K.
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used to correct the nominal pointing direction such that
the INMS will be aligned towards the flow, ensuring the
accuracy of the measured density and flow velocity infor-
mation. As a bias in the pitch or yaw torques exists, an-
gular momentum will build-up in the reaction wheels and
eventually cause saturation of the control system.

5.2.1. Three-axis Attitude Control

The response of SOAR under three-axis attitude con-
trol with one set of steerable fins counter-rotated at an
angle of 45◦ is shown in Fig. 9 for two different altitudes.
At the lower altitude of 250 km the limit of the reaction
wheel assembly is reached as the rates increase to satura-
tion after 20 min. This results in a loss of control actuation
and subsequent roll-up of the satellite. The magnitude of
the pitch and yaw oscillations of the spacecraft also begin
increase to above 20◦, beyond the acceptance range of the
INMS.

At the higher altitude of 350 km attitude control can
be sustained by the reaction wheels for a much longer pe-
riod with less build-up of angular momentum, a product of
the lower density atmosphere and therefore aerodynamic
torques of smaller magnitude. The attitude in pitch and
yaw of the spacecraft is also shown to be maintained within
a much smaller angular range (<45◦) and within the ac-
ceptance angle range of the INMS, thereby enabling direct
measurement of the in-situ density throughout the exper-
imental period.

Practically, a maximum duration on operations with
fins angled in a counter-rotated configuration is imposed
by the build-up of angular momentum in the reaction wheels
which exists as a factor of the atmospheric density, in-
cidence angle of the steerable fins, and material perfor-
mance. The thermospheric wind and solar activity also
contribute to this attitude performance, but vary with
much greater uncertainty. At lower altitudes the time-
period over which spacecraft can be operated successfully
may therefore be significantly limited for some experimen-
tal configurations, the impact of which will be discussed
later in Section 6 with regards to the experimental uncer-
tainty.

The corresponding behaviour for the co-rotated con-
figuration under three-axis control is shown in Fig. 10. In
this configuration the satellite similarly suffers saturation
of the reaction wheels after only a short period at the
250 km altitude. However, an offset in yaw attitude from
the oncoming flow direction is also initially presented as a
result of the torque bias generated by the co-rotated verti-
cal fins. Furthermore, the oscillations associated with this
motion do not regularly cross the oncoming flow direc-
tion. This poses an issue with the simultaneous operation
of the INMS during the experimental test runs as a bias
in the density measurement associated with the angular
offset from the flow direction may be present. At 350 km
altitude the attitude of the spacecraft in all three axes is
generally controlled to within ±5◦ and without saturating
the reaction wheels.

5.2.2. Pitch and Yaw Control

SOAR can also be operated in a two-axis control mode
in which the roll-axis is left uncontrolled, allowing the
torques in this axis to be measured without direct contri-
bution from the z-axis wheel. With a counter-rotated con-
figuration of the steerable fins the spacecraft is expected
to immediately spin-up in roll due to the production of
equal but opposite side-forces and thus a net-torque by
the steerable fin pair. The response of SOAR under two-
axis (pitch and yaw only) attitude control with one set of
steerable fins counter-rotated at an angle of 45◦ is shown
in Fig. 11.

At both 250 km and 350 km altitudes, the spacecraft
expectedly starts to roll as a result of the counter-rotated
fin configuration. Differences are shown in the rate at
which the spacecraft angular velocity increases in the roll
axis and the angular range simultaneously experienced in
the pitch and yaw axes, as a result of the density vari-
ation at the two altitudes. Similarly to previous analy-
ses, control in the pitch and yaw axes results in reaction
wheel saturation at the lower altitude, whilst control can
be maintained for a longer period at the higher altitude.

The attitude response with pitch and yaw control for
co-rotated configurations is shown in Fig. 12. At 250 km
altitude, similarly to the case of three axis control, the
yaw motion is shown to oscillate at an offset from the flow
pointing direction. The angular errors in pitch and yaw
are also of a similar magnitude and the reaction wheels
quickly become saturated. At 350 km altitude, the angular
errors are shown to be slightly greater under the pitch-yaw
only control, approaching ±10◦ at towards the end of the
analysed period.

In both the counter-rotated and co-rotated configura-
tions the attitude evolution in roll is also shown to vary
as a result of gyroscopic precession effects and the angu-
lar momentum distribution in the reaction wheel assembly,
resulting at times in the reversal of the roll-rate.

6. Experimental Uncertainty

The expected performance of the mission and the ex-
perimental determination of the aerodynamic coefficients
can be investigated by testing the free-parameter fitting
and least-squares processes using simulated orbit and at-
titude data. This data can also be further modified with
additional noise to represent the expected sensor perfor-
mance. A Monte Carlo approach is implemented to en-
compass variation in the initial conditions (epoch, orbit,
and attitude) and randomise the addition of noise to the
data for each simulated run.

The simulated attitude and orbit data is produced us-
ing the orbit propagation method described previously in
Section 5. Orbit and attitude noise is produced by consid-
ering the performance parameters of the GPS and ADCS
sensors, reported in Table 1. Uncertainty on the angular
position of the steerable fins is also introduced based on
the expected precision of the rotary encoder.
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Figure 9: Attitude response of SOAR at 250 km and 350 km altitude with vertical steerable panels counter-rotated at
45◦ and three-axis reaction wheel control under low solar activity conditions. Aerodynamic coefficients calculated using
ADBSat and Sentman’s model with σ = 1 and Tw = 300 K.
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Figure 10: Attitude response of SOAR at 250 km and 350 km altitude with vertical steerable panels co-rotated at 45◦

and three-axis reaction wheel control under low solar activity conditions. Aerodynamic coefficients calculated using
ADBSat and Sentman’s model with σ = 1 and Tw = 300 K.
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Figure 11: Attitude response of SOAR at 250 km and 350 km altitude with vertical steerable panels counter-rotated
at 45◦ and pitch-yaw reaction wheel control under low solar activity conditions. Aerodynamic coefficients calculated
using ADBSat and Sentman’s model with σ = 1 and Tw = 300 K.
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Figure 12: Attitude response of SOAR at 250 km and 350 km altitude with vertical steerable panels co-rotated at 45◦

and pitch-yaw reaction wheel control under low solar activity conditions. Aerodynamic coefficients calculated using
ADBSat and Sentman’s model with σ = 1 and Tw = 300 K.
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The performance and data output of the the INMS is
simulated prior to use in the free parameter fitting pro-
cess. The measured density is first produced using the
NRLMSISE-00 [31] atmosphere model, informed by orbit
and attitude data previously modified for GPS and ADCS
sensor and acquisition errors and noise. This density is
then subsequently transformed using the INMS instrument
uncertainty, also reported in Table 1. Finally, data points
for which the spacecraft would be pointing outside the an-
gular acceptance range of the INMS are rejected and the
missing values replaced by interpolation between neigh-
bouring valid data-points.

The free-parameter fitting process utilises a least-squares
orbit determination algorithm which seeks to minimise the
error between the reference and modelled trajectories by
varying the free values of the aerodynamic coefficients.
This process is iterative and is terminated by convergence
criteria. Finite- or central-differencing methods are used
to account for the errors in the initial condition of the state
vector.

The expected experimental performance at different or-
bital altitudes and steerable-fin configurations can be ob-
tained by considering the standard deviation or confidence
interval of the returned aerodynamic coefficient after a
number of Monte Carlo iterations. Overlap in the stan-
dard deviation for two configurations suggests that the dif-
ference in fitted drag coefficient for these two results may
not be statistically significant and therefore may not iden-
tifiable from each other in the current experiment. The
impact of the use of the Monte Carlo simulations can also
be investigated by considering the confidence interval on
the fitted drag coefficient or the standard deviation.

Reducing this standard deviation, effectively the res-
olution of the experiment, can be achieved by increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio, for example by increasing the test
run time or reducing the uncertainties associated with the
utilised data.

Table 1: Summary of expected satellite sensor
performance.

Instrument 1σ Uncertainty

GPS Position [m] 2.5
GPS Velocity [m s−1] 45× 10−3

ADCS Angle [rad] 0.2× 10−3

ADCS Angular Velocity [rad s−1] 25× 10−3

INMS Number Density [cm−3]
√
ρN + 0.7

Steerable Fin Rotation Angle [rad] 0.0175

Fig. 13 shows the returned drag coefficients from this
data reduction process for SOAR operating with a range
of different steerable-fin (counter-rotated) incidence angles
and at several altitudes below 400 km. For these drag-
coefficient experiments an experimental period of 120 min
is targeted, encompassing more than a single orbital pe-
riod, and three-axis reaction wheel attitude control is im-

plemented. The test-run is aborted if the angular range in
pitch or yaw exceeds the INMS acceptance limit of 10◦ or
the reaction wheels approach 90 % saturation. Reference
lines for the GSI-based drag coefficient at each altitude
and configuration have been provided.

These results indicate that experimentally determined
drag coefficients for the different steerable fin incidence an-
gles are likely to be identifiable and distinguishable within
altitude range of 250 km to 350 km, with the exception
of high-incidence angles (60◦ to 90◦) at 350 km. Above
and below this altitude range the expected uncertainty
is much greater and the experimentally determined drag
coefficients many not be distinguishable from other config-
urations. Variation in the experimentally determined re-
sults and the reference (GSI-based) drag-coefficients arise
primarily from the variation in cross-sectional area and
steerable fin incidence angle which occurs as the satellite
oscillates in pitch and yaw. Additional sources of error
can be attributed to the sensor characteristics and noise
parameters and the least-squares fitting process.

The variation of the drag coefficient with altitude for
each steerable fin configuration also does not appear to be
identifiable from the expected experimental performance.
This is due to the relatively small variation in drag coef-
ficient which is expected over the available altitude range
and the experimental uncertainties arising from the space-
craft dynamics and sensor characteristics. However, Sent-
man’s GSI model with a single accommodation coefficient
(σ = 1) has been used to generate these results and they
are therefore subject to the inherent assumptions and sim-
plifications of the model. These results are also therefore
not representative of the different materials which will be
used to cover the steerable fin surfaces. Significantly, these
materials may demonstrate variation in atomic oxygen ac-
commodation with orbital altitude which would increase
the corresponding drag coefficient.

The corresponding standard deviation of the drag coef-
ficient is shown in Fig. 14. These results indicate that the
experimental uncertainty first decreases with reducing alti-
tude. This is a result of the increasing atmospheric density
and therefore greater aerodynamic forces which generate
a variation in the trajectory that can be identified against
the noise in the measured parameters. The 200 km and
225 km altitude runs with non-minimum or maximum drag
configurations also show significantly higher uncertainty.
This results from very short experimental runs (average of
17.8 min) as the spacecraft dynamics at the low altitude
and higher atmospheric density cause the reaction wheels
to saturate quickly. However, at these altitudes the life-
time will be very short and it is not expected that drag
coefficient experiments will principally performed in this
range.

7. Concluding Remarks

The simulated dynamics of the SOAR spacecraft demon-
strate the aerostable nature of the design and the capabil-
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Figure 13: Simulated fitted drag coefficient for varying
steerable-fin counter-rotation angle and altitude.
Error-bars represent the expected 95 % confidence
interval on the fitted drag coefficient calculated from a 25
sample Monte Carlo simulation.
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Figure 14: Expected standard deviation of simulated
fitted drag coefficient for varying steerable-fin
counter-rotation angle and altitude. Error-bars represent
the 95% confidence interval on this standard deviation
calculated from 25 sample Monte Carlo simulation.

ity to operate successfully with the steerable-fins in both
counter-rotated and co-rotated modes over a range of or-
bital altitudes in VLEO.

The combination of the INMS and steerable fin pay-
loads are shown to enable experimental assessment of the
drag coefficient of different materials exposed to the flow
at varying incidence and over a range of altitudes as the
spacecraft descends due to orbital decay. Methods for the
recovery of the lift coefficient have also been proposed but
require further mission analysis.

Simulations of the expected experimental performance
demonstrate constraints on both the maximum and min-
imum altitudes at which the drag coefficient for different
configurations can be successfully recovered from the mea-
sured orbital parameters. At high altitudes longer test
runs or larger steerable fins are be required to improve the
experimental uncertainty due to the expected noise asso-

ciated with the GPS position and velocity measurements.
At lower altitudes saturation of the reaction wheels can
significantly limit the experimental period.

Implementation of more complex attitude control meth-
ods, for example using adaptive or model-predicted meth-
ods, may be able to extend the capabilities of the reac-
tion wheels and therefore the experimental uncertainty at
lower altitudes. However, uncertainty and variability in
the oncoming flow direction will remain a challenge. Ac-
tive tracking of the flow direction by the steerable fins
could also be utilised to reduce the variation in cross-
sectional area and therefore also improve the experimental
performance.
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